FROM SINGAPORE
TO THE WORLD
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Through Fortitude, MiRXES has
helped meet both local and
international demand for COVID-19
testing. Here's how we did it.
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Developed in a matter of weeks by
A*STAR and Tan Tock Seng
Hospital (TTSH), the Fortitude Kit
can detect the presence of
SARS-CoV-2 RNA quickly and
accurately.
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Used in

By March 2020, MiRXES was
producing 100,000 tests a week.
Now, we've scaled up to

a million

Fortitude Kits exported to
more than 40 countries worldwide

Singapore hospitals
and clinical labs

tests per week

How did MiRXES
achieve this?
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Creating novel and
high performance
diagnostic tests

To ensure performance and quality,
much time and effort goes into
understanding the science and
manufacturing processes for every
MiRXES product.

5
years

invested to bring the
world's first miRNA blood
test for early detection
of gastric cancer,
GASTROClear, to market
(in collaboration with
SGCC and DxD Hub*)
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Scaling of
manufacturing
capabilities to
meet increasing
demands

In 2016, MiRXES set up shop at the
JTC MedTech Hub at Tukang
Innovation Grove, Singapore’s first
dedicated hub
for the medical
technology
industry.

Scaled up from 10
distinct products
to 1000 distinct
products for
research and
clinical use

1000
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Applying versatile
technology and
platform to deliver
a variety of
products

Our versatility in translating
science from bench to bedside has
led to strong clinical collaborations
locally and overseas to develop
multiple novel diagnostics.
Cancer
(including stomach,
lung, breast, colorectal,
and ovarian cancer)
Infectious diseases
(including COVID-19,
Influenza, viral miRNA)

Cardiovascular
diseases

5 joint R&D labs established
globally to facilitate
miRNA-based research and
applications.

Developing capabilities
in logistics, production,
quality assurance,
quality control and
regulatory affairs.

Metabolic diseases

*SGCC refers to the Singapore Gastric Cancer Consortium and DxD Hub refers to A*STAR’s Diagnostics Development Hub

